Maine’s energy efficiency industry is thriving. Let’s keep it that way.

Nearly 9,000 people work in Maine’s growing energy-efficiency sector. Energy efficiency jobs:

- are woven throughout Maine’s economy, from manufacturing to professional services to engineering
- include a range of professions; twenty three are shown here

From design and construction to weatherization work, Maine’s energy efficiency workforce matters.

Energy efficiency improves quality of life. It:

- creates jobs
- grows the economy
- saves Mainers money on their energy bills, helping balance family budgets

Please support policies and programs that will help keep Maine’s energy efficiency workforce strong.
Introducing a few of the ~9,000 Maine energy efficiency pros

Daymon Lawrence, Northern Insulation of Maine, Sorrento, ME District: ME02

Chris Billey, BRIBURN, Portland, ME District: ME01

Rachel Conly, Rachel Conly Design, LLC, Portland, ME District: ME01

Kristopher Brill, Pinnacle Window Solutions, Hallowell, ME District: ME01

Phil Kaplan, Kaplan Thompson Architects, Falmouth, ME District: ME01

Sarah Holland, Holland & Foley Architecture, LLC, Camden, ME District: ME01

Nolan Kligannon, Maine Energy Pros, Farmington, ME District: ME02

Alice Rosenberg, Consortium for Energy Efficiency, Portland, ME District: ME01

Barry Stephens, Ventacility Systems, Inc., Buxton, ME District: ME01

Joshua Tuller, Maine Energy Pros, Chelsea, ME District: ME01

Julia Tate, Scott Simons Architects, Portland, ME District: ME01

Jason Lawrence, Northern Insulation of Maine, Sorrento, ME District: ME02

Harry Hepburn, BRIBURN, North Yarmouth, ME District: ME01

Frank Stevens, Western Maine Community Action, Phillips, ME District: ME02

Reggie Lebel, Emerald Builders, Bowdoin, ME District: ME01

Elyse Doyle, DNV GL, Portland, ME District: ME01

Molly Toothaker, The Heat Doctor, Falmouth, ME

I am the general manager and an energy auditor.

I am an energy auditor, home repair tech and BPI healthy home evaluator.

Peter Thayer, Western Maine Community Action, Livermore, ME District: ME02
Introducing a few of the ~9,000 Maine energy efficiency pros

- Jadon Lawrence, Northern Insulation of Maine, Sorento, ME, District: ME02
- John Deans, Emerald Builders, Bowdoinham, ME, District: ME01

Robin Tannenbaum, PDT Architects, Westbrook, ME, District: ME01

“I am a designer, architect, & sustainability advocate.”